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Concept of prostereoisomerism: 
prostereogenic centre; concept of (pro)n-chirality:

topicity of ligands and faces (elementary idea); 

pro-R/pro-S, pro-E/pro-Z and Re/Si

descriptors;pro-r and pro-s descriptors of ligands

on propseudoasymmetric centre.



Prostereogenic centre:

Prostereogenic centre is defined as the centre bearing homomorphic atoms

and groups which can be converted into a stereogenic centre by replacing one of the

homomorphic atoms or groups by different substituents.



(I) (II)(III)

(II) and (III) are superimposable homomers by in-plane rotation of 1800. Therefore, C-3 is

prochirotopic but not prostereogenic and hence, prostereogenic centre is not necessarily

prochirotopic and vice versa.



Concept of (pro)n – chirality :



Topicity of ligands and faces : 

Homomorphic atoms or groups can be classified as homotopic, enentiotopic or 
diastereotopic.

Homotopic atoms or groups: Homotopic ligands in a molecule are those whose positions 
can be interchanged by rotation about proper axis of symmetry Cn (n≥ 1).



Replacement of each of the homotopic atoms or groups by similar ligands produces 
homomers.



H1 and H2 are not homotopic because of the absence of Cn axis 
(n>1). Molecules belonging to symmetry point groups C1,Cs,Ci and 
Cαv cannot have homotopic ligands.



Enantiotopic atoms and groups:

The two H atoms, two Cl atoms and two methyl groups are enantiotopic.



The two H atoms and the two Cl atoms at C-1 and C-2 are enantiotopic.



The two H atoms at C-1 and C-2 are enantiotopic.



Diastereotopic atoms and groups :

Two atoms or groups in a molecule are said to be diastereotopic if sequential
replacements of these atoms or groups by two homomorphic ligands result in the
formation of a pair of diastereoisomers.





Prochiral faces :

Planar groups like etc, in certain molecules are said to present

prochiral faces if chiral stereoisomers afre produced by addition reaction at the two faces of the 
groups.



Homotopic Faces:

Symmetrical ketones like RCOR and HCHO have homotopic faces.



Enantiotopic faces:

A carbonyl compound of general structure A-CO-B has

enentiotopic faces. Attack of reagent on one side of the bond yields one enantiomer,

whereas attack on the opposite side leads to the other enantiomer.





Diastereotopic faces:

Attack of a reagent on one side of the π-bond leads to one

diastereoisomer, whereas attack on the opposite side leads to the other diastereoisomers.

Diastereotopic face in a molecule is found to be attached to an adjacent chiral centre

already preseny in the molecule.





pro-R and pro-S designation: 



Pro-r and pro-s descriptors of ligands on propseudoasymmetric centre: 



pro-E/pro-Z :



Re and Si designation of enentiotopic and diastereotopic faces:







Conformation of conjugated systems (s-cis and s-trans):







Klyne-Prelog terminology:



In Klyne-Prelog system, it is necessary to choose two reference groups, one from each set

of substituents on adjacent carbons, to specify the particular conformation on the basis of

torsion angle between the reference groups. This choice of reference groups is done on

the basis of Cahn conformation selection rules.



Cahn conformation selection rules:





Torsion angle between 
the two reference 

groups

Designation Symbol

0o to +-30o synperiplanar +- sp

Greater than +-30o 

upto +-90o

synclinal +- sc

Greater than +-90o 

upto +-150o

anticlinal +- ac

Greater than +-150o 

upto +-180o

antiperiplanar +- ap

Conformation according to Klyne-Prelog method:
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2.b) Write down the (–)sc conformation of active butane-2,3,-diol. Propose the other 

conformers of it and indicate their relative stability.                                          3+2  

I



II III
IV

V VI

Decreasing order of stability:
III>I>V>II>VI>IV


